EQUIPMENT OPERATOR I

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE CLASS: This is routine work in the operation of the less complex types of vehicles and various equipment related to forestry, street and water delivery systems maintenance assignments, and the performance of related manual tasks. The incumbent is responsible for operating a single-chassis vehicle, frequently with mechanical attachments requiring the manipulation of simple controls on the vehicle and the attachment. Supervision may be exercised over a small crew working with the vehicle. Employees normally receive close supervision and detailed instructions except when performing routine or repetitive assignments.

TYPICAL WORK ACTIVITIES: (Illustrative Only)

- Operates dump truck hauling sand, gravel, cement, stone, dirt and other materials on streets and golf course construction projects and maintenance;
- Operates truck in spreading salt on icy roads, hauling snow to a dumping point, plows snow with a blade attached to the truck;
- Hauls material from storage yard to various locations where street repair crews are working and may be required to help load and unload truck;
- Drives power tractor with grass-mowing attachments in city parks and golf course;
- Washes and services truck with water, gas and oil, and makes minor repairs;
- Operates a small tractor with backhoe attachment and bucket loader in tree planting operations;
- Performs related work as required.

FULL PERFORMANCE KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES, AND PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS:

- Knowledge of the principles of truck, tractor and turf maintenance equipment operation;
- Knowledge of the geography of the area served and of the traffic laws of the State of New York;
- Some knowledge of the component parts of truck and transport vehicles, tractors and large area mowing equipment;
- Skill in operating a single-chassis truck or other vehicles or equipment of equal complexity, safely and efficiently in traffic and under adverse climatic conditions;
- Ability to read and write;
- Ability to service and to make minor repairs to motor vehicles;
- Ability to understand and carry out written or oral instructions, and fill out required forms and other paperwork;
- Ability to lift a minimum of fifty (50) pounds;
- Physical condition commensurate with the demands of the position.
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS:

A. One year of experience in the operation of a vehicle requiring a Class B license to operate; OR

B. Must be a current City of Albany employee that has completed the initial required (6) four-hour training sessions and has passed the hands-on testing under the City of Albany Training Program.

SPECIAL REQUIREMENT FOR ACCEPTANCE OF APPLICATION:

Eligibility and possession of a CDL class B license without air brake restrictions issued by the New York State Department of Motor Vehicles at time of appointment and for the duration of employment.
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